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Abstract 
In this paper, we are interested in the use of duality in effective computations on polynomials. 
We represent he elements of the dual of the algebra R of polynomials over the field K as 
formal series E K[[a]] in differential operators. We use the correspondence b tween ideals of R 
and vector spaces of K[[a]], stable by derivation and closed for the (a)-adic topology, in order to 
construct the local inverse system of an isolated point. We propose an algorithm, which computes 
the orthogonal D of the primary component of this isolated point, by integration of polynomials 
in the dual space K[a], with good complexity bounds. Then we apply this algorithm to the 
computation of local residues, the analysis of real branches of a locally complete intersection 
curve, the computation of resultants of homogeneous polynomials. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14B10, 14Q20, 15A99 
1. Introduction 
Considering polynomials as algorithms (that compute a value at a given point) in- 
stead of lists of terms, has lead to recent interesting developments, both from a practical 
and a theoretical point of view. In these approaches, evaluations at points play an im- 
portant role. We would like to pursue this idea further and to study evaluations by 
themselves. In other words, we are interested here, by the properties of the dual of 
the algebra of polynomials. Our objective is to understand the properties of the dual, 
which can be advantageous for effective computations on polynomials. Though from 
a mathematical point of view, working in the algebra of polynomials or in its dual are 
equivalent, from an effective point of view, some operations (like localization, elimina- 
tion of variables) are cheaper in the dual space. In this paper, we will focus on isolated 
points, where series in the local rings are replaced advantageously by polynomials in 
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the dual space. The cornerstone of this duality consists of replacing multiplication by 
derivation. We will exploit this idea, in order to devise an algorithm for the com- 
putation of the dual of B = R/I, which proceeds from bottom (with the evaluation at 
the isolated point defined by the ideal Z) to the top (with a basis of the dual of B). 
Each step of this algorithm consists, roughly speaking, of integrating the preceding 
polynomials, and requires only linear algebra tools. 
Our work is inspired by [lo] or [ 151. Recently, another method (inspired by [I 11) 
was proposed in [18] for the computations of the local inverse system. We think 
that the present work is an improvement of this approach on the following points: 
a complete characterization of the elements constructed at each integration, a better 
complexity bound (of the same order as Gaussian elimination in the vector space B on 
n* + m matrices), bounds for the size of the coefficients of a basis of j, an explicit 
and effective correspondence between the structure of the inverse system of I and the 
algebraic structure of B, applications of these techniques to the computation of local 
residues and related bounds, to the local analysis of real complete intersection curves, 
and to the computation of resultants. 
In the first part of this paper, we describe the main (and classical) properties of the 
dual of the algebra, and the inverse systems. The next section deals with ideals 1 with 
an my-primary component Qc (where mg is the maximal ideal defining the point c). 
We show how to extract this component and to recover the multiplicative structure of 
By = R/Qc. Then, we construct the local inverse system, by characterizing the elements 
of degree d of D = Q,‘, when we know those of degree d - 1, yielding an algorithm 
based on linear algebra with a better complexity than the one proposed in [18] and new 
bounds on the size of the coefficients. We illustrate this method with the computation 
of local residues, for locally complete intersection (based on [21, 141) (the complexity 
and size for the coefficients of this residue are given), with yet another way to compute 
resultants of homogeneous polynomials (based on [12, 131) and with the analysis of 
real branches of locally complete intersection curves [8, 191. The implementation of 
these techniques, its practical comparison with the usual approach of local Griibner 
bases computations, and its application to real problems are still in progress. 
2. Duality between polynomials and differential operators 
More details on the material of this section can be found in [ 10, 151. 
2.1. Notations 
Let K be a field of characteristic 0. The algebraic closure of K will be denoted by 
i?. Let us denote by R = K[x 1,. . . ,xn] = K[x], the ring of polynomials in the variables 
XI,. . ,x, over K. In this ring, we consider an ideal that we denote by I. The quotient 
of R by I is denoted by B = R/I. The class of an element p E R in B will be denoted 
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by p. For any element ~1,. . . , pS E R, the K-vector space generated by these elements 
is (PI,...,P~}. 
Let d be the dual of the K-vector space R, that is the space of linear forms 
PHA(P). 
We jix here a point C=([L,...,[~) of K” and let my=(xl - [,,...,x~ - i,) be the 
maximal ideal of R, defining [. Among nice linear forms is certainly the euafuation 
at <: 
&:R+K 
P H P(i). 
But for any a = (al, . . . , a, ) E N”, we can also consider 
a;:R+K 
P H (dx, I”’ . . (4” )““(P)(I)3 (1) 
where d,, is the derivation with respect to the variable x,. We denote this linear form 
by ~?,a=(&#.--(&,)a,. 
Definition 1. The space of formal series in the variables a,,[ is denoted by K[[al,~, . . . , 
i?‘,,]] or K[[C?,]] or K[[&, . .,a,,]] = K[[a]], if the point [ is implicit. The ideal of 
K[[c~,]] generated by d,,~, . . . , a,,, is denoted by (a,). 
The next proposition shows how any linear form EI? can be seen as formal series 
of differential operators “at” [: 
Proposition 2. There is a K-isomorphism of topological spaces between I? (with the 
topology of simple convergence for the trivial topology on K 2 ) and the set of formal 
series K[[ac]] (with (a)-adic topology3). 
See [lo]. Remark that for any (al,. . .,a”) E W,(bl,. . ., b,) E N”: 
So that ((l/n:=, ai!)af) is the dual basis of the monomial basis (n:=, (Xi--ii)n, ). Let Us 
denote by x;, the product n:=, (xi - ci)a’ and d’=<l/n~=, ai!)ny=, a,“; the elements 
of its dual basis. Caution must taken on this notation, which is not multiplicative: 
da da’ # &Ha’, At the beginning we have assumed that the characteristic of K is 0, but 
2 lim n+oo 1, = 0 if and only if V’ E R, 3N f N st. tin 2 N, I,(p) = 0. 
3 The basic neighborhoods of 0 are the ideals (Qk, see [3]. 
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this is not mandatory. We can avoid the division by aj! by working directly in K[[d]] 
instead of K[[&]]. 
We can now identify any linear form A E R with a formal series in a,,,, . . . , a,,[, via 
its decomposition in the dual basis: 
1& = c &(x1 
(01 ,...,a, )E fw 
- ii)“’ . . 
= c ;1 p . . . aan al,..-,4 l,[ nsi (2) 
a=(a,,...,a,)EN” 
(this is just the Taylor expansion formula at [). This defines a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the series Cc =,,..., a )EN” 1, ,,._., a,, , dH’i . . a:< and the linear forms A, which , 
is compatible with the topology given in Proposition 2. 
From now on, we will identifv I! with K[[&c,. . . , a,,,]]. The evaluation at 5 corre- 
sponds to the constant 1 in this formalism. It will also be denoted by 8, = 8;. Note 
that these objects are connected with those which appear in the theory of D-modules. 
In such a field, the coefficients are not necessarily constants E K, but belongs to a ring 
of functions. We refer to [17, 161, for more information on this topic. 
2.2. The R-module I? 
The space R has a natural structure of R-module as follows. For any p E R and 
1~2, we define p. 1 as 
p’,I:R-+K 
4++4pq). 
Lemma 3. The multiplication by xi - ii in I? corresponds to the derivation da, with 
respect o ai in K[[a,]]. 
Proof. Remark that for any elements p E R and a E IV, 
(dx,)“((xi - ii)P)=(d~,)“-‘(P + (Xi - ii)A,P) 
= (4 Y-*(‘%,(p) + (xi - ii) (A, )2(p)) 
= a(d, )“-‘(PI + (Xi - Ci)(dx, Y(P). 
Consequently, for any element p E R, a = (al, . . . , a,) E W, we have 
(xi - 5i>. a=(p) = a”(& - t>p> 
= aiql . . . afi;l a? - 1 a@+1 . .
i+l . axd = dam(P) 
and (Xi - ci) acts as a derivation on K[[+]]. 0 
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Remark 4. Similarly, we can check that the multiplication by Bi,r in K[[c?,]] acts as 
a derivation on polynomials: For all p E R, 1 E K[[a,]], i = 1,. . . , n, we have 
2.3. Inverse system 
Let I be an ideal of R. 
Definition 5 (MacauZay [15, p. 651). The inverse system of I is the vector space 
of ri: 
ZL={&R; VpEI,A(p)=O}. 
Note that I1 is stable by derivation, for I is stable by multiplication (Lemma 3). The 
inverse system generated by elements ,!?I,. . . , /Id E l? = K[[&]] will be, by definition, the 
vector space generated by these elements and their derivatives. 
For any vector space D of l?, we also denote by D’ = {p E R; VA ED, A(p) = 0). 
Note that there is a canonical K-isomorphism between II and the dual B of B, 
which is the transposed map of R ++ B=RfI. Thus, we can see the elements of B as 
elements of ri orthogonal to the elements of 1. From now on, we identify IL and &. 
As a corollary of Proposition 2 and Lemma 3, we have: 
Theorem 6. The ideals of R are in one-to-one correspondence with the vector spaces 
of K[[$]] stable by derivation and closed for the (a)-adic topology. 
See [lo]. This theorem tells us that the description of an ideal of R is equivalent 
to the description of its orthogonal in the space of formal series. 
3. Isolated points 
We show in this section, how computations with series in the local ring of c can be 
replaced in the dual space by computations with polynomials in the variables a,, for 
a rnc-primary ideal. 
3.1. The rnc-primary component 
The correspondence defined in (6) restricted to the rnc-primary ideals take the fol- 
lowing form: 
Theorem 7. The my-primary ideals are in one-to-one correspondence with the nonnull 
vector spaces of jinite dimension of K[a], which are stable by derivations. 
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This result was attributed to Grobner in [ 181. See also [ 15, lo] where we can find 
a more modem version of this result. 
In practice, it is not frequent to deal directly with a ml-primary ideal. More often, 
we have an ideal I, given by a set of generators, which has an rni-primary component. 
This ideal need not define a variety of dimension 0 (on the algebraic closure of K), but 
we only require that the point [ is an isolated point of this variety. We are interested 
here in the local properties at this point and we give now a way to “extract” the 
rnc-primary component of I and to forget what is not near the point [. 
Theorem 8. Let I be an ideal of R with an rnc-primary component Qc, let DC be 
II n K[a,,,,.. .,a,,,]. Then Dt = Qi. 
This result is not in the work of Macaulay, though it underlies some of his construc- 
tions (see [ 15, p. 741) and we have not found a reference where it appears explicitly. 
Proof. As Z c Qi, we have Q,’ cZ~. By the previous theorem, we also have Qt CK[a,]. 
Therefore, Q,‘- c IL II K[a,] =Dc and Dr’_ C Qc. 
We prove now the inverse inclusion using the two following facts: 
_ The rnc-primary component Qi of I is the set of polynomials f such that there exists 
g E R with fg E I and g(i) # 0 (see [3]). 
_ For any 2 f K[a,], for any g E R, we have according to (3) 
9 . A(f) = s(il + da,, . . > in + da, )(n)(f) 
= 4f) s(i) + (9 - s(i))(il + da,, . . > L + da, )(n)(f ). (3) 
Let us prove by induction on the degree of /2. in d, that if A E DC then 1 E Q,‘. 
If 1 is of degree 0, then it is, up to a scalar, the evaluation at [. So for any ;1 E E, 
f E Qc and g E R such that g(i) # 0 and f g E I, A(f g) = 0 = f (C)g(i) implies f ([) = 0. 
This means that 1 E Q,‘-. 
Let us assume now that any element of DC of degree < d is in Qt. According to 
the formula (3), for any /z E E, f E Qc and g f R such that g(i) # 0 and fg EI, we 
have 
n(f 9) = 0 = 4f M(i) + (9 - s(i))(il f da,, . . . ,L + da, )(l)(f) 
= 4f Ml) + P(f ). 
As P = (9 - s(l))(il + da,, . . . , c,, + da,)(A) is of degree less than d in ai and in DC 
(stable by derivation), we also have p(f) = 0 by induction. This proves that n(f) = 0 
and ~EQ:. 
Consequently, we have shown that DC = Qt and Dt = Qc. 0 
We can sum up this theorem as follows: If we want to compute the rnc-primary 
component Qc qf I, it is enough to search in K[ac] the orthogonal DC of I. We 
connect 
intrinsic 
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now the maximal degree of the polynomials which appears in DC with an 
parameter of Qc, as follows: 
Lemma 9. The maximal degree of the elements of IL n K[ac] is the nil-index of By, 
(i.e. the maximal N E k4 such that rn; @ Qc). 
Proof. Let us call A4 the maximal degree of the elements of II n K[&]. For all 
monomial m E rnr+’ (in (xi - ii)) an a ,? E D, we have n(m) =0 because I is of d 11 
degree 5 M. Therefore, my” c Dr’_ = Qs. 
Conversely, let I be an element of II n K[di] of degree M. Then there exists 
a monomial m E R of degree M, such that n(m) #O. Consequently, Zf 0 in By and 
my @ Qc. These two facts imply that M is the nil-index of Bg. 0 
Remark 10. As consequence, we can find a basis of By among the monomials of 
degree 5 N where N is the maximal degree of the elements of DC, the monomials of 
bigger degree being in the ideal Qc. 
3.2. Inverse systems and quotient rings 
In this section, we explain how we can recover the structure of Bc = R/Q<, when 
we know DC = Q,‘. 
Definition 11. We denote by Bc the quotient R/Qc of R by the rnc-primary component 
of I. Its dimension is denoted by n. For simplicity, we set D = DC =I1 n K[a,]. 
Let K[x]sd (resp. K[$]ld) be the vector space of K[x] (resp. K[a,]) generated by 
the monomials of degree 5 d. 
Let Dd = D r3 K[&]<d be the set of elements of D of degree 5 d. 
Note that Dd is a vector space of finite dimension 5 /J = dimK(Dg) = dimK(Bg), 
where ,u is the multiplicity of [ in V(Z). The multiplicity I* can be bounded by d” where 
d is maximum of the degrees of the polynomials pi. We assume that this multiplicity 
is more than 1, i.e. that the elements of I vanish at the point [. In practice, the point 
[ will often be the origin (by translation). 
Let pi,..., /?,, be a basis of D such that we have Dd = (b1,. . . , &,) where SO = 1 < 
sl< ... <sy=p. AS for any iE[l,p],kE[l,n] we have da,(Bi)E(B1,...,Bi-,), 
with l*fj = 0 for j > i. Therefore, the matrix Mk = (;lfIj)lli,j~P is an upper-triangular 
matrix. 
Theorem 12. The upper-triangular matrices Mk are the matrices of multiplication by 
xk - ck in the dual basis of (pi) in By. 
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Proof. Let bl,. . . , b, be the dual basis of PI,. . . ,Pr in Bc: /Ii = tCi,j where rCi,j is 
the Kronecker symbol. The coefficient of indices i, j of the matrix of multiplication by 
(xk - &) in the basis (bj) is given by 
Bi((xk - ik)bj) = ((xk - ik). Pi)(bj) 
=d~x(Bi)(b,)=~1:iPi(h/)=I:j 
I=1 
which proves that the matrix Mk is the matrix of multiplication by xk - [k. 0 
The quotient Bc is described completely by these matrices of multiplication. Their 
storage requires knp(p - 1) spaces for the coefJicients 2ffj which may not be zero. It 
is worth noting that though we do not really know the dual basis bi, we have all the 
information necessary to compute in By: any polynomial pi R has a representative in 
Bc, whose coordinates in (bi)l<t+, are [B,(p), . . . , _- &(p)]. Equality to 0 in By is tested 
with the evaluations (/$). 
Nevertheless, there is an explicit way to establish a correspondence between By and 
DC. Assume that the nil-index of Bc is N and let 
&I= c Xi” @daEK[x,dy], 
Ial 
where a=(al,..., a,)E N”, Ial = C:=, a,,~: = ny=, (xi - [i)a’. This operator, called the 
diagonal operator, has the property: 
VP EK[xIsN, AN(P)= c $dYp)=p, 
IalSN 
W;REK[&~, &AN)= c B(xi”>d”=P. 
HLN 
Proposition 13. Let > be a monomial order and (pi) a basis of DC such that 
p’i=da’ - C Yi,b db 
b>U,*,lbllN 
(4) 
and xal = 1 <xn2 < . . . <xail. Let us denote by gb=xb + cr=, Yi,bXa’ for b # xal and 
Ibl LN. Then (gb) U (xc)IcI=N+I is a Griibner basis of the ideal Qr for the order >. 
Proof. The monomials of gb are such that xb >x” and the leading term of gb is xb. 
The set of monomials {x’l ,xn2, . , x+} is stable by derivation, for the vector space 
(pi) is stable b y d erivation. Thus the monomials (xa, ) are under a staircase. Rewrite 
dN (with the relations xa’ =/?i + cy=, yi, bXa,) in the form 
where (.a+, gb) is a linearly independent family which spans K[x]sn. 
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Let US first prove that gb EZ. AS Bi(dN)=/?i, we have Bi(gb) = 0 and gb E Qi. More- 
over by definition of the nil-index, Qr also contains (xc)lCi =~+r, and By =R/Qc is 
generated by (x~J)~<~<~. This family has p= dimK(Bc) elements and therefore, it _- 
is a basis of Bg. On the other side, for any pi Qc n K[x]g, we have pi(p)=0 
and 
h&‘)=p~ hb)b#a,> 
so that Q~nK[xl~~ c(gb)b+,. This proves that Qc is generated by (gb)U(XC)(,l=N+t. 
As all monomials of degree less than N appear either in (x@ ), or as the leading 
term xb of gb, we can reduce any polynomial modulo (gb)U(XC)ICJ=N+r (according to 
the order > ) to a linear combination of the monomials (x”). Therefore, as this set 
of monomials is a basis of the quotient By = RlQc, the reduction is canonical and the 
polynomials (gb)U(XC)~,IS~+, are a Griibner basis of the ideal Qc. 0 
For other applications of this diagonal operator, we mention [20]. 
4. Construction of the local inverse system 
Now, we describe an algorithm to compute D=Dy =I1 n K[c?]. The cornerstone of 
this algorithm is the following remark. The space Dd is stable by derivation and for 
any 15 iin, dz,(Q) C&-I. Therefore, if we want to compute Dd, we have to in- 
tegrate the elements of Dd-1, and keep those which are orthogonal to the elements 
of I. The first space DO being generated by a:, we will construct by induction the 
spaces Dd. Each step of the algorithm will consist roughly of integrating the pre- 
vious elements and the algorithm will stop when a generating set of the dual B is 
obtained. 
4.1. Integrating differential operators 
We consider here an ideal I of R, D =I’ EK[cY] the inverse system at c and Dd = 
D n K[a]d. We give a way to construct Dd+r when we know Dd. 
Definition 14. For any polynomial p cK[a], we denote by h p the polynomial q EK[~] 
such that da8q= p and q(81,. . , di_l,O, ai+l,. . . , 13,) = 0 (a primitive with no constant 
term). For any polynomial p~K[a], let ~~~=o denotes ~(31,. . . ,ai_l,O, ai+l,. . . ,a,). 
Theorem 15. Assume that I is generated by pl,. . . , p,,, and that d > 1. Let PI,. . . , ps 
be a basis of Dd-1. Then the elements of Dd with no constant terms (in (a,)) are the 
elements A of the form 
(5) 
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such that 
(i) CT=, ;l,kda,/$ -c/“=, $d&=Ofor lik < 1Fn, 
(ii) n(n) = 0 for 1 li<m. 
Proof. Let .4 ED~ with no constant erms. It can be decomposed uniquely as 
n=AI(at,. . ,, 8,) + &(a,,. . ,a,) + . ‘. + A,(&), 
with A, EK[ai,. . .) dn]\K[ai+l,. . .y ~$1. This implies that ldd,(ni) = A,. Then da,(n)= 
da,(nl)EDd-I=(P1,...,Bs) and 
far some _-I; E K. 
Consider now da,(il)=da,(nl)+d~(A2) which also belongs to {flr,...,/.$). There- 
fore, 
for some $EK (&da,(nl) is equal to the part of .4i which depends on 8~) and we 
have 
Al +/12= 
Let us call AI + A2 =cJ~. Applying the same computation to da,(A) yields 
and 
Iterating this procedure, we obtain the formula (5) and for any k, 1 E N, we have 
s 
Ok =A, +...+&= 
Cl 
2; PjIa,=o,...&O 
j=l 1 
and 
(7) 
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This proves that II is necessarily of the form (3). Let us show now that we also 
have necessarily the relations (1) and (2). Up to now, we have not used the fact that 
da, & = 0 for k < 1. According to (7) da,& =0 implies that 
As both sides of this equality have no constant terms in a,, we obtain an equivalent 
Q-1 l&=0). 
relation by considering their derivatives with respect to da,. As dak (q_ 1) = dak (C_T~ ) (for 
k < 1) and, according to (6) da,(ok)= c;=l At flj, we obtain a relation of the form 
which proves part (i) of the theorem. Part (ii) is a consequence of the fact that ~EII. 
Conversely, let us prove that an element (i of the form (5) which satisfies the 
conditions (i), (ii) is in D4. It can be decomposed as n = ni + . . . + A,, with & = 
cJ=, 2; Jk flj - (ok-1 - ok-1 l+o) and CQ = (ii + . . + Ak. This implies by induction, 
the relation (6). As n satisfies the point 1 and according to the previous computation, 
we have da,(&) = 0 for k< I and _~!EK[&, . . . ,&]. Moreover, _4, has no constant 
term in 13, and it belongs to K[&,. . . ,&]\K[&+I,. . . ,a,]. According to (6), we have 
Therefore, as the multiplication by xi-ii corresponds to the derivation with respect to Zi 
and as Dd_ 1 is stable by derivation, the relation (8) implies that n E (mc(m, .. . , pm))‘. 
According to the point (ii), we also have n(h)=0 (for 15 k 5 m). Consequently, 
n(p)=0 for all pi (m ,..., pin) + rnc(pi ,..., pm) = I, thus Nell. 0 
Condition (i) of this theorem can be replaced by the relation: 
(i)’ da,(A)EDd_l for 15 l<n. 
The two conditions (i)’ and (ii) imply that n EZ~ as we have just seen and formula 
(5) is a necessary form for n EZI. By this way, we can save some computations, for 
if some of the primitives are already in Dd-1, they will be subtracted directly from ,4. 
4.2. Example 
Before going into the details of the algorithm, we illustrate the method on a simple 
example, that we treat “by hand”. Consider the isolated singular point 0cK2 of the 
system 
p1=2x,x; + 5x;‘, p2 =2x,%2 + 5x;. 
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For any i, jE N, let d;’ = ia,!. We easily check that IL contains l,d,,dz, df’,dldz,di,df, 
d: In order to find a new element in I’, we integrate the previous elements, according 
to the formula (5) and keep those which introduce new terms: 
As we must have /l(m)=/i(m)=O, we see that ii is of the form ,4 = nl(2df - 
5dldi) + J,(2df - 5dfdz). A new element in IL, will be of the form A=lldf + 
,12(2dfd2 - 5d,dl) + &(2dFdi - 5d:) and must satisfy (i)‘, (ii). Therefore, we have 
A = /z (5d,2d,Z - 2d; - 2d; ). 
A new integration yields no new element satisfying conditions (i) and (ii), so that IL 
is generated by 
l,d,,d2,d:,d,d2,d,‘,d:,d23, 
2df - 5d,d,2,2d; - 5d;dz, 5d:d; - 2d: - 2d; 
and 0 is of multiplicity 11. 
4.3. An algorithm 
Theorem 15 tells us that if we know Dd- I, we can construct the elements of & 
by solving a linear system in the n x p unknowns Lj. We know DO= (a,“), so that we 
can construct step by step each Dd from the previous Dd_1, up to the situation where 
no knew element is found and where D has been computed. This yields the following 
algorithm: 
Input: (pl,..., p,,,)cRm and [EK” such that 
I = (pl,..., p,,,) has an rnc-primary 
component Qc. 
Output: A basis of Q,’ in K[a] and the matrix of 
multiplication by xk - [k in By. 
l Do:= 1; d := 0; SO := 1; test := true; 
For k from 1 to n do 
&[I]:= [o]; 
Akui :=[~k(~&.~~k(P,)i; 
l while test do 
(1) s := system of Eqs. (i>, (ii) in A;; 
(2) solve the system S; 
(3) if no new solution then test:= false 
else 
let (dl,..., 6,) be a basis of the new solutions 
such that dak(&)= ~~=, S,%+i 4; 
sd+l :=sd +s; 
Dd+l :=Dd,h,...,h =pl,...,&+,; 
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for i from sd+ 1 to .~+l do 
for k from 1 to n do 
uk[il := [4,i,-..,&&il; 
l return Dd and uk for l<k<n; 
The vector &[i] (resp. Ak[i]) represents the ith COhmn of the InatIiX uk (resp. Ak). 
Let us now analyze in detail the complexity of this algorithm. We assume that we 
are at the step d of the algorithm and that /?I,. . . , &, is the computed basis of Dd. The 
matrices uk = (u:~)~L~,J<~ correspond to the derivation by da, : 
&A (P’>= 2 $j Pi. 
i=l 
As we have seen, these matrices are upper-triangular: utj =0 for s/_-l + 1 I j Isl, 
i > s/- 1. The matrices f& are m X sd matrices 
4.4. Complexity 
We assume here that the coefficients of these matrices have a size bounded by Q. 
Step 1: Let VI = (A{,..., A:,) be n vectors of size Sd and V = [VI,. . . , II,]. Eqs. (i) 
can be rewritten as 
ukvl - UjVk =o, l<k<lln. 
Eqs. (ii) can be rewritten as 
[Al, . . ..A.]. V=O 
Therefore, the system 5’ obtained from Eqs. (i), (ii) has the form 
u, -G-1 
G-1 -U, 
. . 
un-l -un-2 
. . . . 
u2 
Al 
-U 
. . . . . . . . . AlI 
Y=O, 
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where the empty spaces correspond to zero coefficients. This matrix is of size 
($(,I - I)@ + m) x nsd. 
Step 2: Assume that the vector spaces spanned by the rows of Q are subspaces 
of the space spanned by the rows of U,. We can always recover such a situation by 
replacing the matrices U, (resp. the variable x,) by a good linear combination of the 
matrices Ut , . . . , U, (resp. the variables xl,. . .,x,,). 
By Gaussian elimination, we can put U, and the matrix 
u, -u1 
G -u2 
. . 
4 -G-1 
(9) 
in a row echelon shape. Then we can reduce the rows Un-1 VI - U, v,_l = 0 by the 
rows of the matrix (9). We obtain a system of the form &_I v, = 0, where Wt,+t is 
a matrix of size Sd x sd. At each step of the loop, we add Sd -sd_t new columns to each 
matrix uk. Therefore, we may assume by induction that pivoting and reduction has al- 
ready been done for the &__l columns of the matrices uk. Thus, putting the matrix (9) 
in a triangular form requires at mOSt O(nsj (Sd - Sd-1 )) new arithmetic operations and 
the reduction of the last sd -Sd_ 1 columns of the system U,_ 1 VI - Ul v,_ 1 = 0 requires at 
most O(sj_ 1 (Sd -sd_ 1)) new arithmetic operations. We apply the same computations the 
;<?I- l)(n-2>+ m other non-zero blocks of the matrix and we obtain a system of the 
form 
u, -Ul 
G -u, 
. . 
G --G-l 
Wl,n-1 
w1,2 
A; . . . . . . . . A:, 
. v=o, 
where the matrix [AI,. . . , AA] has a row-echelon shape and Af is reduced with respect 
to u,. 
As only the last Sd - Sd_1 columns of these matrix are not treated (by induction), 
the number of new arithmetic operations needed to obtain this matrix is therefore 
bounded by 
o((n’ + m) x sj x (sd - S&l)). (10) 
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Let W’ be the submatrix of AA, whose corresponding rows in AI (i = 1 . . . n - 1) 
are zero and let 
&n-l 
w= i . I I &,2 W’ 
The number of rows of this matrix is bounded by i (n - 1) (n - 2)sd, +m. The number 
of Columns is Sd. 
To obtain the new solutions of this system, we will first solve the system W. u, = 0 
and then report the solution in Q (i = 1 . . . n - 1). 
We need at most 
(11) 
new arithmetic operations, to compute a triangular basis of the solutions of W. v, = 0. 
The new solutions are those, for which the coefficients of indices Sd-1 + 1,. . ,Sd not 
all zero. Reporting the solutions in order to get v, (i = 1 . . . n - 1) requires 
further operations. 
As these solutions can be obtained as fractions of two determinants of size 2sd of 
the matrix S, the size of their coefficients is bounded by 
2% Td + sd lo& 2&j )
according to Hadamard’s inequality. 
(13) 
Step 3: This step consists of adding Sdfl - Sd columns corresponding to the new 
solutions Uk (found in step 2), to each matrix uk and to add sd+l - Sd new columns to 
the matrices Ak, corresponding to the evaluations Sk fijIa,+, = ._. =a, =s(pi). The number 
of new arithmetic operations, is therefore bounded by 
nm(sd+l - sd) c, (14) 
where C is a bound for computing 5, pjlak+, =,._= a,=&+). 
Let us analyze more precisely the cost for computing these coefficients. Let us first 
note that 
MEK[[d,,..., akll, b=bl> n(p)=n(P(JCl,...,Xk,O,...,o)), 
vAEK[[a]], @EKh,...,Xkl, n(p)=/i(al,...,ak,o,...,o)(P), 
so that 
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The integration J; of monomials in 13 corresponds to a multiplication by 13, up to a scalar 
depending on these monomials. Thus according to the remark (4), for j = 1 . . . sd and 
P EfDl, 
s 
B/l&+, =...=a,=O(P)=Bj(sk(P>), 
k 
where & is a linear operator on K[x] and where h(p) is a linear combination of the 
derivatives (with respect to xk) of some monomials in p. Note that 8i o Sj =0 if i >j. 
The linear forms pi are obtained themselves by iterated integration of /lo = a’, for 
they also satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 15. Therefore, each linear form /$ 
can be represented by 
h=aO C Y& , 
( J bEN" 
where ~$~~*--~~)=6~’ 0. . oh,+. Let us denote by &,k the pOlyIIOmia1 (c,, Nn ybdb) (pk) 
SO that Bj(pk)=aO(pj,k)=pj,k(O). This polynomial pj,k is of the form 
c lb 
bEM 
Yb,j,k zx ) 
where A4 is the set of all monomials obtained by derivations of the monomials of (pk). 
Let L be the number of elements of M. 
According to Theorem 15 and to the previous remarks, the new elements P[,k (I = 
sd + I,..., sd+l) will be linear combinations Of the iz~ elementS hj(pi,k) (i= 1,. . . ,sd, 
j=l , . . . , n) (which are linear combinations of the L monomials xb (b EM)). Therefore, 
the number of arithmetic operations requires to construct one polynomial pj,,k (j = 
sdil,..., sd+l ) is O(nSd L) and the cost for constructing the new pj,,k and the n (@+I -Sd) 
new columns of [At,. . , An] is bounded by 
o((sd+l - sd)%n2mL), (15) 
where L is the number of monomials in M. 
We assume here that G is also a bound for the size of Yb,j,k. Thus the coefficients 
of the new pj,k are obtained as L sums of products yb,j,kl;k. According to (13), this 
size is bounded by 
(2% f 1)Td +sd lo@sd)+ log(L) (16) 
Proposition 16. The total number of arithmetic operations during the algorithm is 
bounded by 
0((n2 + m)p3 + nmpC), 
where C is the maximal cost for computing skajla~+,=...=a,=o(pi). C can be bounded 
by O(npL), where L is the number of monomials obtained by derivation of the mono- 
mials Of (pi). 
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Proof. Let v be the number of loops in this algorithm. As (st - sa) + . .. + 
(s, - sy_~)=sy - so=p - 1, the sum of the partial costs (lo)-(12), (14) or (15), 
is bounded by 
O((n2 + m)p3 + nm&) 
O((n2 + m)p3 + n2mLp2). 0 
This complexity is not too bad, for the big component p3 also corresponds to a 
bound of the number of steps for pivoting a linear endomorphism in the vector space 
B of dimension ~1. 
Proposition 17. The size of the coejkients of the matrices uk and of the polynomials 
pi,k is bounded by 
O(T (ip+g+‘), 
where T is a bound for the size of the coeflcients of pk. 
Proof. If Td is a bound for the coefficients in uk and Ak at the step d, according to 
(13), (16), the size of the coefficients at the step d + 1 is bounded by 
T,+I = (2Sd + 1) Td + sd log(&) + log(L). 
Therefore, Td+l + log(p) + log(L) 5 (2Sd + 1) (Td + log(p) + log(L)) and 
TV + log(P) + log(T) < h&d + 1) (T + log(p) + log(L)). 
d=l 
As fli=,(2~d + 1) I (2~ + 1)!/2”~!, according to Stirling’s formula, we have 
This estimation is quite rough and in many cases, for instance in local complete 
intersection cases, this bound is too big. 
If we compare with the method proposed in [18], what is called there a continuation, 
corresponds here to a primitive E Dd for which all derivations are in Dd_ 1. The method 
proposed in [ 181, consists of first constructing the possible continuations following 
a monomial order and then taking linear combinations of these elements which are 
orthogonal to the polynomial pk. The construction of continuations does not have the 
same complexity, according to the monomial order you chose (the best bound for 
a step similar to (2) is O(n3p3) (or for a general 0(n4p3) monomial ordering). This 
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steps has to be done ,U times, so that a bound for the algorithm proposed in [ 181 is 
O((n3 + m),LP). 
Our construction does need a monomial order. Thanks to Theorem 15, we are able 
to describe completely the step of integration in term of a simple linear system, which 
grows at each step of the algorithm. Therefore, we obtain a better complexity of the 
type 0((n2 + m)P), (just like Gaussian elimination in Bc). 
5. Applications 
5.1. Local residue 
We are going now to give some applications of inverse systems, the first one being 
the construction of local residues. 
5.1.1. Gorenstein algebra 
In this section, we recall the fundamental properties of Gorenstein algebras, which 
are useful to define residues. We denote by R @K R the tensor product of two copies 
of R over K. It is also the polynomial ring K[x,y] where y=(yi,. . ., y,,) is a new 
set of variables. We will identify R @K R with Horn&R) via the follow- 
ing map. For any T = Cf=, ai @ b, = Es=, aj(x)bl(y) E R 8 R and for 2 E R, 
A w T(A) = C aiA(bi) E Horn&R). 
i=l 
Similarly, for any finitely generated K-algebra A (whose dual is denoted by a), 
any element of A @K A will be identified (in the same way) with an element of 
HOIIl&'i,xd). 
If we focus on the elements of Horn&A), which are compatiblewith the multipli- 
cation by elements of A, that is the elements of HomA(a,A), we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 18. Assume that A is ajinite-dimensional vector space. Then A is Gorenstein 
if and only if there exists a A-isomorphism A between A* and A. 
See [14, p. 362, p. 357, Example 31 and [21, p. 182,184] for more details. 
If this holds, then the element 1 E A has an inverse image r that we call the residue 
associated to A. In [14, p. 3521 it is called a trace but we prefer to call it a residue 
to avoid the confusion with the natural trace. For a more algorithmic approach of this 
subject, we mention [6] or [9]. This algebraic definition of residues leads to the same 
object as the analytical residue defined by integrals, in the case where K = @ (see [5] 
for instance). It shares the same formal properties but can be defined on any field. If 
we translate the previous result in the formalism of Section 2, we have: 
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Lemma 19. Let Qc be a my-primary component of the ideal I such that By = R/Qc 
is Gorenstein. Then Q,’ is generated by one polynomial z(a) and all its derivatives 
with respect o ai. 
In other words, in the case of a Gorenstein Algebra, the primary component Qc is 
described by one polynomial (i.e. a residue). 
Assume here that A is of the form A = R/I for some ideal I of R and that A 
is Gorenstein. Let d be an element of R 8~ R such that its class d in A @ A de- 
fines an isomorphism between 2 and A. Then the residue is characterized as 
follows: 
Theorem 20. The residue z E I? of A associated to A is the unique linear form such 
that 
(i) z=O on Z, 
(ii) A(z) - 1 E I. 
The first point means that z E a and the second that d(r) = 1 in A. 
5.1.2. Complete intersection 
We consider now the case where the ideal I = (PI,. . . , p,,) of K[xl, . . . ,x,1 with 
an rnc-component Qi. Let By = R/Qc and assume that it is a K-vector space of finite 
dimension, denoted by p. In other words, (PI,. . . , pn) defines a locally complete in- 
tersection. Then there is an explicit way to construct an element A E R @ R such that 
d is an isomorphism between & and By. 
Let X(0, = (xi ,...,x,), ~(I)=(Y~,x~...,x,),..., ~(,)=(N,...,J+,), where yl,...,y, 
are new variables. For any PER, we denote by 
O,(P) = p(x(i)) - p(x(i-l)> 
,Vi -Xi ’ 
the discrete derivative. Take now the discrete Jacobian 
&(Pl) ... MPl> 
A= : . . 
h(Pn> ... UP,) 
Then we have the following result, 
Theorem 21. The element d is a By-isomorphism between & and By. 
(17) 
See [ 14; 21, p. 1801. In this case, we will say that the residue of By associated with 
A is the residue of P=(pl,..., p,,). We will denote it by zp and will call it the local 
residue of P at 5. 
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5.1.3. Construction of the residue 
We have now all the ingredients to construct the local residue at a point [E K”. Let 
I=(p1,..., p,,) and assume that By is of finite dimension ,u > 0. 
Input: P = (PI,. . . , pn) E R” dsf ining a quasi-regular sequence 
and c such that (P)=I ~rni. 
Output: The residue zp of P at [. 
l Construct a basis PI,. . . ,bp of IL n K[d] with 
the algorithm 4.3. 
l Solve the system 
l The residue rp is crZI &pl where (21) is the 
solution of the previous system. 
This algorithm consists essentially of solving a linear system of size p, once we 
know a basis of Dr. Thus the number of steps in this part of the algorithm is bounded 
by O(,U~), which has to be added to the 0(n2,u3 + n%C) steps for the construction of 
a basis of DC. Moreover, we also need to compute the bezoutians and the coefficients 
pj(A(p;)), which we do not detail here. Each coefficient of d (corresponding to a II x n- 
determinant) has a size bounded by O(n (T + log(n)). The size of the coefficients of 
/?; is bounded in Proposition 17, say by T’. Therefore, the size of 1, is bounded by 
0(&T + T’ + n log(n) + log(p))). 
5. I. 4. Example 
We consider again the polynomials of the Example 4.2. The polynomial 
Ap E K[x, y] is 
10x; + 25x:x; + (lox; + 25x;x2)y; 
+(10x; + 25x;x;)y2 + (25x:x; - 4xrx;)yr 
+(-4x2 + 25W2)y;y2 + (25x7~; - 4xl%)y,y2 
+(10x; + 25x1x2~)y; + (10~~~ + 25~;)~; 
+(25x; + 10~;)~; + 25x;y,y; + 25x,y:y; 
+25+y1y; + 25x;y:yz + 25y&y; 
+25xmy;y: + loxry;’ + 25~;~; + 10~;. 
The residue tp is of the form 
u1 + uzdl + 42 + ad: + ugd; + u&Id2 + u7d; + usd; 
+u45W: - 2d:) + u10(5d;d2 - 2d;) 
+ul, (5d:d; - 2d; - 2d;) 
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and must satisfy the system 
-2ou1t - 1 = - 20249 = - 2outo = 1ous = lOu7 
= 125u,, - 4u6 = 10245 f 25us = 10~4 + 25~7 
= -20242 + 625~ = 625~~ - 202~ = - 2Ou, + 125~ = 0. 
This yields 
The multiplicity of 0 (or the dimension of Bo =R/Qc) is given by the value of zp 
on the Jacobian of ~1, ~2: - 12~: xi + 40x: + 40x: + 400x: xi (see [21, p. 1861. This 
result is a consequence of the relation between traces and residues. Here it yields 
11 =(-12) x (-$) + 40 x $ + 40 x &. In the general case of locally complete 
intersections, it gives a way to check the results of Algorithm 4.3. 
We can check if d is a monomial of maximal degree appearing in z, then the so& 
of Bc (i.e. the annihilator Anna, of the maximal ideal rnc) is generated by xc. In 
this case, we can take xi or x:. 
5.2. Yet another way to compute the resultant 
We consider here a special case of the Section 5.1.2. Let ~1,. . . , p,, be n generic 
homogeneous polynomials of degree d, , . . , d, in the variables x=(x1,. . . ,xX). The 
polynomials pi are of the form 
Pi = C ai,dm, 
Iml=d, 
where the ai+, are new variables or “parameters”. Let A = K[a,,,] be the polynomial 
ring generated by these parameters, K be the fraction field of A and I c K[x], the ideal 
generated by these polynomials. Generally, these polynomials have no common root 
in the projective space P(p), which means that these polynomials define the origin 
in K”. Therefore, we can apply the Algorithm 4.3 with [ = 0, in order to construct 
I’- = D. Note that as the polynomials pi are homogeneous, we can construct a basis 
of D, which is also homogeneous. 
Let v = Cj di - n and do = d(x, 0) be the element d (defined in (17)) where y is 
substituted by the origin. It is a polynomial of degree v in n. The following theorem 
can be found in the works of Jouanolou (see [ 12, 131). 
Theorem 22. Let o the homogeneous element of A[a]nD of degree v and of smallest 
possible degree in a,,,,. Then 
~(~o)=R(Pl,...,P?l), 
where R( ~1, . . . , p,,) is the resultant of the polynomials pi. 
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As we are in a complete intersection case, there is an element zp which generates 
the inverse system D. Using Euler-Jacobi theorem, we check that the degree of zp is 
precisely v. Therefore, there exists a unique homogeneous element of D,, with coeffi- 
cients in A of smallest possible degree. According to [13], this element generates the 
module HomA and satisfies the relation 
w(A)=w(Ao)=R(pl,...,pn). 
In fact, the residue zp is given by 
CO 
rp=R(p,,...,~n)’ 
for we must have zp(d) = 1. 
Note that Algorithm 4.3 yields a multiple of the element w. To recover w, we have 
to extract the primitive part of this last element. In general, the coefficients of the 
constructed basis /Ii can be chosen in A[d]. Moreover we may assume that there is no 
common factor EA\K of their coefficients. In this case, the last constructed element 
is precisely 0. 
5.3. Branches of a curve at the origin 
Assume here that K = R, the field of real numbers. 
5.3.1. Local topological degree 
A classical application of residues is the computation of the topological degree of 
a polynomial map via the signature of a local residue, by Eisenbud-Levin’s theorem 
(see [8; 2, p. 851). See also [4] for another presentation. In our case, the degree of 
such a map P=(pl,..., p,) can be computed as follows. Let pi,. . , /?, be a basis 
of & and let bl, . . . , b, be its dual basis in Bc. We denote by ( ) ) the inner non- 
degenerate product (a, b) + (alb) = Ttp(a b) associated to the local residue of P. Then 
A has a decomposition in Bc 8 By of the form 
A = 2 ai @ bi, 
i=l 
where (ai) is the dual basis of (bi) in By for ( I). Moreover, we have 
ai= 2 (aJaj)bj, 
j=l 
therefore, we also have 
PAA( = (ailaj) 
and the signature of the symmetric matrix (fii(A(pj)))l<i,j<p is the signature of 
the quadratic form associated to ( I), or the topological degree of P, according to 
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Eisenbud-Levin’s theorem. This matrix is precisely the matrix which appears 
construction (5.1.3) of the residue. 
5.3.2. Branches of curves 
491 
in the 
We apply this result to the analysis of curves at a singular point. Most of the 
material on this subject can be found in [ 191 or [ 11. Let pl,. . . , ~“-1 E R be polynomials 
defining locally a reduced curve C through the point 0. Let g be a polynomial such 
that PI,..., p,,- 1, g defines locally the point 0. We denote by 
Let F=(p,,... , pn_l,Jg). Then F is locally a complete intersection defining 0 (if C 
is reduced), so that it defines a local residue Z,V. 
The function g being continuous, has a constant sign on each half branch of the 
curve in a neighborhood of the origin. Let N+ (resp. N-) be the number of half real 
branches of the curve C such that g > 0 (resp. g < 0). 
Theorem 23. The signature of the quadratic form associated to the local residue 
5~ is 
;(N+ -N-). 
This theorem can be generalized to vector fields y = yl(x)d,, + . . . + y,(x)dx, where 
y, are functions defined in a neighborhood except perhaps at the origin. A regular 
point on the curve near the origin has two tangents. We chose the orientation of the 
half-branch, accordingly with the tangent for whose inner product with the vector field 
y is positive. This orientation is independent of the point chosen on the half-branch 
in a neighborhood of the origin. Therefore, we can define N+ outbound half-branches 
and N- inbound half-branches. The same result is valid, except that we replace d,?(g) 
by yi. See [19] for more details. 
A special interesting case of this theorem is g = xf f. . .+-xt or y = xld,, +. . +xndXO, 
where N- = 0 and Nf is the number of real half-branches of the curve, at the origin. 
The signature of r,G will be ;N’. 
5.3.3. Example 
We consider the example of a curve defined by the polynomial p1 = 2x1~: + 5x; = 
x1(2x: + 5x:). The number of real branches is given by twice the signature of the 
residue rF where F = (~1, $ JX:+X: ) and i JX;+X; = xi - 2x:x2 + lOx:xz. The dual D is 
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generated by 
l,d,,d2,d:,d,d*,d~,d~,2d~ + d:&, 
2d; - 5dld;,2d; - 10d; - 5d:d; 
and B is of dimension 10. The residue is 
151875 10125d, 
TF=-2048-p- 
675d; 
+ 
2254’; 45d: --- 
512 128 64 32 
34 + 15d,d; d2d2 -- -- 
8 16 
$+$+$A 
and the signature of the matrix (/?i(d(/?j))) is 6 - 4 = 2, which is half the number of 
half-branches at the origin, as it can be checked on a picture. 
6. Conclusion 
As we have seen the duality between polynomials and differential operators is par- 
ticularly well-suited for the description of isolated points of a variety. In this case, 
the formal series representing the linear forms become polynomials. This formalism 
allows us to devise an algorithm which proceeds from bottom (with the evaluation 
at the isolated point) to the top (with a basis of the dual of By). Among its advan- 
tage, we can mention a good complexity of the algorithm, closely related to intrinsic 
quantities, and new interesting features such as residues (which allow us to represent 
Bl with one polynomial in the case of complete intersections), quadratic forms and 
signatures, which give topological information on Bc. For these reasons and for many 
open questions related to it, we think that this domain is worth investigating from an 
effective point of view and the present work is a step in this direction. In particular, 
we aim at implementing these techniques, for the local analysis of isolated points and 
to compare it with the usual approach of Grobner basis. 
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